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METAL MINES

1. Aurora Mine (reprocessing)
2. Bald Mountain Mine (open pit)
3. Bonanza Mine (reprocessing)
4. Chukar (underground mine)
5. Cerro Colorado Mine (open pit)
6. Cortez Hills (open pit)
7. Cortez Hills (underground mine)
8. Cortez Pipeline Mine (open pit)
9. Desert Sky Mine (open pit)
10. Empyrean Mine (open pit)
11. Excelsa Mine (underground)
12. Fire Creek Mine (underground)
13. Florida Canyon Mine (open pit)
14. Halliday Mine (underground mine)
15. Gold Hill Mine (open pit)
16. Gold Quarry (open pit)
17. Goldstrike (formerly West Genesis) (open pit)
18. Goldstrike-Artemis Mine Project (open pit)
19. Goldstrike-Beta-Post (open pit)
20. Goldstrike-Medora Mine (underground mine)
21. Hycott Mine (open pit)
22. Jermit Canyon Mine (underground mine)
23. Lawlite Mine (underground mine)
24. Lone Tree Complex (reprocessing old pads)
25. Lone Tree Mine (Brooks Pit) (open pit)
26. Long Canyon Mine (open pit)
27. Madgwick Mine (open pit)
28. Mount Chili Mine (underground)
29. Mineral Ridge Mine (open pit)
30. Pan Mine (open pit)
31. Pete-Batoi Mine (underground mine)
32. Phoenix Mine (open pit)
33. Robinson Mine (open pit)
34. Round Mountain Mine (open pit)
35. Ruby Hill Mine (reprocessing old pads)
36. Silverado (formerly Genesis) (open pit)
37. Sterling Mine (permitted open pit)
38. Sunrise Gold placer Mine
39. Torquoise Ridge Joint Venture (underground mine)
40. Two Creeks Mine (open pit and underground mine)
41. Adams Claim (open pit)
42. American Clay Operations (Mill Pit)
43. Apex Landfill
44. Apex Liquefied Petroleum
45. Argenina Mine
46. Baldy Creek Mine
47. Baseline Dayton Pit
48. Basalt Mine
49. Beetle Quarry
50. Battle Vista Pit
51. Bing Materials Pit
52. Black and Red Creek Pits
53. Blanco Mine
54. Blue Diamond Hill Mine
55. Blue Diamond Pit
56. Boulder Pit
57. Boulder Ranch Quarry
58. Bull-Sum Mine (stockpile)
59. Church Mine
60. Cinder Cone Pit
61. Clark Mine
62. Colorado Mine
63. Dayton Materials (Mustang Pit)
64. Donovan Pit
65. El Dorado Quarry
66. Elbert Pit
67. Empire Mine
68. Ferme Operation Mine
69. Ferme Quarry
70. Genesis Pit
71. Golden Valley Pit
72. Gom/Pit
73. Greystone Mine
74. Gypsum Mountain Mine
75. Harvard Pit
76. Heart of Nature Alum/Sulfur Mine
77. Henderson Community Pit
78. Hidden Hill (Gypsum Mine)
79. Hidden Hill (underground)
80. Lockwood Quarry
81. Lone Mountain
82. Lone Mountain
83. Lone Mountain
84. Lone Mountain Community Pit
85. Marley Operation Mine
86. Marley Community Pit
87. Mine AD Mine
88. Money Pit
89. Mount Moriah Quarry
90. Mountain Springs Mine
91. Mustang Quarry
92. Neeau (Section 8) Mine (stockpile)
93. Nevada Barth Iron Mine
94. New Discovery Mine
95. Nightingale Pit
96. PNSCO Agape Quarry
97. Pahump Community Pit
98. Paula Pit
99. Pilot Peak Quarry
100. Polo Line Pit
101. Popcorn Mine
102. Premier Minerals, LLC, Mine
103. Rainbow Quaries
104. Redef Canyon Quarry
105. Rife Aggregate
106. River Canyon II
107. Rio Castle Pit
108. Rockway Road Pit
109. Sexton Mine
110. Sierra Ready Mix Quarry

GEMSTONE MINES

111. Sierra Stone Quarry
112. Silver Peak Operations
113. Esperanza Silver Products Pit
114. Sloan Quarry
115. South Jean Pit
116. Spanish Springs Quarry
117. Spring Mountain Pit
118. Taos Rarelite Mine
119. Terrane Hill Clay (Ramigan) Mine
120. Tracy Pit
121. Trico Pit
122. Wade Sand Pit
123. Wulfenite (BLM) Pit

OIL FIELDS

124. Bonanza Opal Mine
125. Garnetfield Gems
126. Lone Mountain Turquoise Mine
127. May Turquoise Mine
128. Rainbow Ridge Opal Mine
129. Royal Peacock Opal Mine

GEOTHERMAL AREAS

130. Bonaweet
131. Blue Mountain
132. Brady Hot Springs
133. Brady Hot Springs
134. Bunkerville (Caliente 3)
135. Desert Peak I
136. Divor Pit
137. Don A. Campbell, Don-A. Campbell II
138. Don-A. Campbell II
139. Galena I
140. Galena II
141. Jenner Valley
142. McGinness Hills, McGinness Hills II, III
143. Moapa Hot Springs
144. Moapa Hot Springs
145. Parka
146. Salt Washes
147. San Emidio
148. Soda Lake No. 1, 2
149. Steamboat II
150. Steamboat III
151. Silver 2
152. Tungsten Mountain
153. Tuscany
154. Wadarsa

HISTORIC MINING DISTRICTS

Data shown were active in 2017 as compiled by Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (www.nbmg.unr.edu), and the Nevada Division of Minerals (www.minerals.state.nv.us). Source: NBMG publications—August 2017 The Nevada Mineral Industry 2017, and P-29, Major Mines of Nevada 2017.